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A novel substrate integrated waveguide (SIW) circular cavity using triangle
probe are proposed in this paper. Prior to this research work, circular cavity
resonator was used to achieve a miniaturization for the overall circuit size.
The proposed filter provides single resonant mode, TE110. The resonant
frequency of TE110 can be adjusted by varying the length and width of the
SIW cavity. The proposed filter are designed to operate at frequency 3.75
GHz and implemented on Rogers 3210 substrate with thickness of 0.64 mm.
The insertion loss in operating band is less than 0.6 dB and the return loss is
better than 24 dB. Simulated result obtained using Ansoft HFSS software.
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1.

INTRODUCTION
The current demand and applications on the electrical and electronics industry, signifies the
evolution of the cyber-physical-system concept, where all electronic devices are intended to be able to
interacted with their physical input and output instead of treated as a standalone devices. Hence, mobile and
wireless communication became the targeted application which enables the miniaturization of devices with
high performance electronic components [1]. The solution of using planar technology is approaching its limit
which leads to a new approach of integration between waveguides and cavities [2-4].
Efforts to integrate planar technology and waveguide or cavity approach can be seen in the Substrate
Integrated Waveguide (SIW) technique, where a number of plated vias are placed across the surface of the
device board to assimilate the presence of the wall of waveguides and resonant cavities [5-8]. Waveguides
with via-walls become the transition sections between the planar lines and a group of cavities that are
arranged in a horizontal topology over the planar surface of the circuit [9].
The SIW cavities also offer a significantly enhanced performance compared to other previous
available planar resonators such as high quality factors, low loss, high power capacity and ease of integration
with other planar circuit [10-13]. SIW is an integrated waveguide which can be fabricated using two periodic
rows of vias on a dielectric substrate. This technology makes it possible to fabricate a complete circuit in
planar form. Besides, losses can be reduced by mounted on chip-sets using same substrate [14-16].
A numbers of techniques has been used to excite electromagnetic wave into cavity such as aperture
slot coupler, patch and the use of probe coupler. Some of the methods were used in the antenna
design [17-20]. In this paper, a triangle probe has been inserted in the SIW circular cavity filter. The
concept of vertically coupled cavities topology is proposed in order to achieve circuit miniaturization, low
loss and ease of wave excitation.
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The resonant cavities can be arranged vertically, in order to reduce the horizontal surface of the
circuit. Thus, to achieve the above targets, a circular cavity, which is based on two-layer substrates, has been
proposed with triangle probe are attached with the feed lines at input and output port in order to excite the
TE110-mode wave. The length and width of the triangle probe are varied to allow on its observation effect on
the resonant frequency, return loss and insertion loss, respectively. The proposed filter was design to resonate
at 3.75 GHz with high selectivity and low losses.

2. FILTER DESIGN AND ANALYSIS
2.1. Circular Cavity Single Mode Principle
The design topology starts with the equation relating the frequency resonant to the dimension of the
circular cavity for a chosen mode. Where it can be calculated using general formula [21];
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: permeability of the dielectric filling the cavity
: permittivity of the filling material
: radius
: the mth root of Bessel function derivative of nth order
: 1,2,3.…
: resonant frequency of TEmnp –mode

In single mode circular cavity, TE110-mode is chosen as the working mode where the values of x ′ mn
is set based on the nth roots of nth Bessel function, εr and µr are automatically to 8.854 x 10-12 F/m and 4π x
10-7 respectively. The resonant frequency fr is fixing at 3.75 GHz where the value of r can be calculated
according to the formula (2).
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Based on the formula (3), the optimal value of r is found to be 25 mm. Besides, copper is chosen for
the best conductivity in order to reduce conductor loss in the cavity.

2.2. Circular Cavity Single Mode Structure
The configuration of the SIW circular cavity single mode with triangle probe is shown in Figure 1.
There are three layers in the structure where the second layer is used for input and output port. The triangle
probes are inserted into the cavity at both sides along the circumferential surface of the waveguide and also
attached with the feed lines at input and output port.

Figure 1. Configuration of SIW Circular Cavity Single Mode Filter with Triangle Probe
SIW Circular Cavity Single Mode Filter with Triangle Probe (Siti Aminah Nordin)
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The triangle probe is designed in order to excite the fields within the cavity waveguide and to
maximize the energy transfer so that its field pattern is matches with the configuration of the desired mode.
The simulations are carried out to investigate the performance produce by the topology. Figure 2
shows the circular single cavity triangle probe filter structure from the top view and Table 1 indicates the
parameter of the cavity structure. As shown in Figure 3, the proposed filter has center frequency at 3.75 GHz
with lower insertion loss 0.54 dB. The maximum return loss is 24.2 dB over the passband.
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Figure 2. Top View of Circular Cavity Single Mode
Filter with Triangle Probe

Figure 3. Simulation Result of the Proposed Filter

Table 1.Design Parameter of the Filter
Parameter
Cavity radius
Via radius
width
length

Value (mm)
25
0.50
2.5
7

3.

SIMULATION RESULT
In the design, there are two controlling parameters involved in this topology which controls the
frequency response of the filter, which are the length and width of the probe, respectively. These are done by
varying the value of two parameters which are length and width of the triangle probe while the rest of the
dimensions are being kept.
The analyses of the performances are based on the center frequency resonant, insertion loss, S12 and
return loss, S11 parameters. Figure 4 (a) and (b) shows the effect of varying the value of length and width of
the triangle probe, while, Table 2 and Table 3 indicates the value of controlling parameters, S11, S12 and
resonant frequency, respectively.
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Figure 4. Effect of Varying Length and Width of the Probe
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Table 2. Variation of Probe Length with Respect to
the Resonant Frequency

Table 3. Variation of Probe Width with Respect to
the Resonant Frequency

Resonant
Frequency
(GHz)
3.75
3.77
3.78

Lp
(mm)

W
(mm)

5
10
15

2.5
3.0
2.5

S11
(Insertion
Loss)
-0.7890
-0.3466
-0.5679

S12
(Return
Loss)
-29.599
-30.841
-23.656

Resonant
Frequency
(GHz)
3.75
3.76
3.77

Lp
(mm)

W
(mm)

7
7
7

2.5
3.5
4.5

S11
(Insertion
Loss)
-0.5479
-0.4594
-0.4031

675

S12
(Return
Loss)
-24.152
-29.833
-33.152

Among the length and width of the probe studied, the best dimension (L = 10 mm and W= 3 mm)
gives the closest resonant 3.77 GHz with maximum return loss 30.8 dB and lowest insertion loss 0.34 dB.
Figure 5, illustrate the electric field for SIW circular single cavity filter. The substrate used for the circular
single cavity filter is Rogers 3210 with relative permittivity of 10.2 and thickness of 0.64 mm. The proposed
filter will fabricated with standard PCB process.

Figure 5. E-Field for SIW Cicular Single Cavity Filter

4.

CONCLUSION
A SIW circular cavity single mode filter has been proposed to give a resonant frequency at 3.75
GHz for the fundamental mode TE110. Triangle probe has been inserted in the cavity to excite the wave and
the simulation result shows that the resonant frequency a little shifted away from the calculated value as the
length and width of the probe increased where leading to better selectivity and lower insertion loss.
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